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Finding the words to describe our experience regarding the
events of July 25th has been less than easy. We CAN say…
Joyful, Grateful, & Expansive are three words that describe
how David & I FEEL. Coming together in Cooperation and CoCreation with Human Masters and Etheric Masters has opened
our Consciousness to new levels of Awareness and Potentials
that we are still in the process of integrating.
Our day began with a re-enactment of our
Souls’ Journey Home through the process of
being ONE… Separating… and becoming One
again-and-again in this Now time. You will see
all of us Dancing through this experience
throughout the Newsletter.
After our Journey Home we embraced an understanding of the
12 Rays of Light. This was in preparation for opening clear
channels to the 12 Rays of Light and their Masters/Chohans.
Suzy shared insights as to the New Year being
one
of
planting
seeds,
and
working
cooperatively with others. She also shared a
personal message for each of us stemming from
our Galactic Signature that is key to
understanding the purpose and outcome of our
conscious creations.
Rosemary shared her knowledge and wisdom regarding Grids
and expanded our awareness by enlightening us further to the
overall purpose for this event… and beyond. She and David
channeled & collaborated for grid alignment & procedures.
Carol shared her Intuitive and Artistic talents by
presenting each of us with personalized
Insightful artwork of our Galactic Signatures.
The images portrayed knowledge of our
energetic platform which will allow us to
embrace our lives more consciously.
Her
presentation was funfilled.
Seeds of intention for ourselves
and the world were planted and
we then opened personal doors of
potentials before participating in
the actual Ceremony.
During the ceremony we each held a specific Ray position as
we placed and aligned crystals of intention. We then radiated
our Love and Intentions out to Earth, Humanity and all of our
Galactic Families.
(See picture below of 12 Ray Grid)

The Fairy Garden

This was followed by an invocation to each Master/Chohan of
the Ray to open connection and communication through our
newly formed Intergalactic Grid.
A Beautiful description as to what was felt is relayed in this
message by Suzy:

Have tea and connect with
the Fairies to embrace the
Joy & Love they hold for
humanity.
You will feel deLIGHTful as
you are being uplifted by
their elemental energy.

”Rosemary... when you put down the last crystal it
activated the energy instantly. The pink tornado flew
around the rays, in sequence and carried the energy
up into the universe then flowed back down in
sparkling adamantine particles. Energy looked like a
torus. Then a 2nd larger pink tornado swept us all up
and carried us far out beyond earth. Together we
allowed the energy to flow through us as we sent it
back surrounding planet earth with adamantine
particles. This is the gift we all generated! What a
sight to behold. This was the message from Yeshua.”
We Appreciate ALL who supported us
physically and etherically.
Special
thanks to; Alda, Anthony, Carol,
John, Pauline, Rosemary, Suzy, and
Tamara for your participation in
initiating, activating, and anchoring
New levels of Energy.

Message of the Month
Joke of the Month
Why do Masters of the
12 Rays cross the road?
Answer:
To get to the home of
the budding master!

At the beginning of our ONE-TLC Board Meetings, an
informative message is usually channeled from an Intergalactic
Ascended Master. (I AM’s) This is a segment of the last one:

“When reality appears to be lighter, translucent, and
eventually transparent, you will know you have
arrived back to where you have always been”.

Second Joke

12 Ray Consciousness

Knock… Knock…
Who’s There???
(If no-body’s are there)

Ray Two carries the frequency of the color Blue and is
governed by Master Joshua. We can invoke this Light when we
desire the ability to hold more peace, & tranquility.
The qualities of this Second Ray are love, wisdom, humility,
patience & tolerance.
Coming next month: Ray Three ~ Master Serapis Bey

(Now You Know)
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